PREFACE
This Guide, like itt> eailtei editions, is planned to seive a double ptnpose—(1)
to provide a textbook for the student who, either independently, or in library
school, library training class or college class in bibliography, is beginning a system-
atic study ot reference books; and (2) to furnish a reference manual for the
library assistant, research worker, or other user of library resources \vho needs
a finger post to point out the reference tools available for some particular investi-
gation The needs of the two types of users have influenced different parts of
the book The demands of the second type have made the manual more compre-
hensive than it might perhaps have been if intended for a school textbook only,
while the needs of the library school student have been kept particularly in mind
m the annotations While the list of reference books given in the Guide is compre-
hensive, it is by no means complete Throughout, the point of view of the selection
is that of reference work in a general library, and no attempt has been made to
cover all special subjects or to include the many highly specialized reference books
—for example, directories, glossaries, etc, of special industries or trades—which,
though indispensable m a special library, are of less frequent use in more general
work
The history of the present work is already known to those who have used the
Guide of 1917 The American Library Association published, in 1902, a Guide to
the study and use of reference books, by Alice Bertha Kroeger This book, which
was the outgrowjth of Miss Kroeger's long and successful experience in teaching
reference work m the Drexel Institute Library School was, both because of its
intrinsic worth and because it met an urgent need, immediately successful, and in
practically all library schools in America was soon adopted as a regular textbook.
Annual supplements for 1903-0? were printed m the Library Journal, and in the
fall of 1908 a second edition, revised and considerably enlarged, was issued Miss
Kroeger was planning to continue, along ever broadening lines, the manual which
had by that time become the recognized textbook of the subject, when her work
was cut short by her sudden death in the fall of 1909 All users of her book know
how much she did for the advancement of the study and teaching of reference
work, but only those, who, like the present writer, have had experience in that
type of compilation, can realize the immense amount of work which the making
of her Guide entailed
In 1910 the Publishing Board of the American Library Association asked the
prebcnt wntei to continue the Guide by the piepaiation first of supplements to the
1908 edition and eventually of an entirely new edition The pamphlet supplements
for 1909-10 and 1911-13 were published by the American Library Association,
seven informal annual supplements for 1910-16 were punted in the Library Journal,
and m 1917 a third entirely revised and much enlarged edition of the whole work
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